the bus leaugher

SELECTS...

by Jerry Maxwell

This being the time of year when our high-stretched (and higher-paid) colleagues in the business of writing sports come up with many, many All-Something teams for the past football season, we too, have succumbed to the bug and have Branch Chaney's (his intramural squad). Since our league throws boys that we any do follow the one-platoon rule set down by the NCAA and use instead free substitutions, we have choosen both offensive and defensive 6 for the year. These players are chosen in each of these parts of the game and appear twice in our selection.

Before making our final choices we consulted the opinions of everybody we know who is supposed to be informed about the intramural situation at the Institute. The list of these persons includes Jack Marklin intramural football manager and his staff of referees, and the various members of the sports staff of this publication. After putting the IBM cards of the three selections that the five of them came up with through the digital computer, we decided that all of them should make the squad.

Here it is in order--that the best of '54: who lost it's opening game to Theta Chi. HB--Gordie Nutt '58, Beta Theta Pi. HB--Tom Hoffman '56, Kappa Sg. C--John Dawson, Grad, Kappa Sg. G--Don Scott '56, Theta Chi. E-Pete Hohorst '57, SAE. E-Red Fowler '57, Delta Tau Delta.

Triples

The Sympathy award--Phi Gam. The Dan Lickly Award (for guess what)--Tony Ryan. The Jack Merkle Award for best referee--Bill Calvert '56, SAE. The Tony Vertin award--Mike Donnelly. The Rookie Lineman of the year--Joe Kail.

Rookie Lineman of the year--Joe Kail. Most Valuable Player--Pete Toohy '55, Sigma Nu. Most Improved Player--Red Fowler '57, SAE. Most Valuable Player--Pete Toohy '55, Sigma Nu. Most Underrated team--Sigma Chi.


The Apology Award--To whoever got them should make the squad.
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